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Audio SpectrumView can play any wav file (file type extension is.wav) and can capture audio data from a sound card microphone. You can analyze your wave file in either the spectrum or waterfall modes. It supports spectogram display mode with adjustable marker positions and times. The following list describes the
major features in use: Graphical User Interface (GUI) To play or capture wave file or audio data, click on the File/Media/Record menu items. The file appears on the screen and is saved to the destination that you had selected. The File/Media/Record menu item offers the following options: Play Listen to your file Play back
or capture the wave file. Stop Stop capturing or playback of the wave file Pause Pause playing or recording the wave file Stop Pause Stop playing back or capturing the wave file Pause/Resume Restart playing or recording the wave file Save Save the wave file or capture Manual Setup Click on the Channel tab Enable a
channel which will be used to capture the wave data The audio stream is broadcast from the audio device that you've chosen. If you have a microphone, you can enable it by clicking on the Microphone tab and then on the check box that you want to use as a microphone. This audio stream is then converted to PCM and
sent to the sound card. The PCM audio format is identified by the PCM_FORMAT string inside the wave file. You can change any of these properties from the File/Media/Record menu Audio SpectrumView Play/Record a wav file The audio file or data you want to display on the screen is loaded by clicking on the
"Play/Record" menu item. The file appears on the screen and is saved to the destination that you had selected. Right-click on the file to open an editing window for editing Play (or Listen) the audio file Right-click on the file to open an editing window for editing Stop (or Stop Recording) the audio file Right-click on the file
to open an editing window for editing Pause (or Pause Recording) the audio file Right-click on the file to open an editing window for editing Stop Pause (or Stop Playback) the audio
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Audio SpectrumView is a smooth and intuitive software solution for analyzing WAVE files and audio data captured from your computer's sound card. It sports a really nice graphical interface with plenty of features at hand. Easy-to-use but dated graphical interface with plenty of tools at hand Audio SpectrumView comes
in a very colorful interface with lots of features at hand. The first thing that you need to do after launching the application is to load a.wav file from your device. The data is shown in the frequency domain and each data point on the graph represents a frequency point in the audio spectrum. It comes with the option of
changing the cursor and it displays its frequency on the screen. Analyze audio files easily Audio SpectrumView can display graphical data only if an audio source is connected to the microphone on the PC sound card. Open the 'Channel' section inside the application and configure the program for the selected audio
source. It displays the peak frequency, Hz per division and you can enable a number of markers. Markers are vertical lines on the display in both the graph and waterfall modes. The lines can be moved across the display in order to determine the transform size and the zoom level. More features and tools It has some
settings that you can adjust, the background color can be changed together with the display mode. Analyze the file by clicking on the'single' button which launches the program for capture of a single block of audio data. In addition, you would need to enable the trigger and adjust the sample rate. Process gain can be
changed together with the reference level. When you're done analyzing, you can save the form, graphic or bitmap on your computer. All in all, Audio SpectrumView is a very and intuitive nice software solution for analyzing.wav files and audio captured by your PC's sound card. Audio SpectrumView is a smooth and
intuitive software solution for analyzing WAVE files and audio data captured from your computer's sound card. It sports a really nice graphical interface with plenty of features at hand. Easy-to-use but dated graphical interface with plenty of tools at hand Audio SpectrumView comes in a very colorful interface with lots of
features at hand. The first thing that you need to do after launching the application is to load a.wav file from your device. The data is shown in the frequency domain and each data point on the graph represents a frequency point in the audio spectrum. It comes with the option of changing the cursor and it displays its
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Acoustics version 0.31 When the input signal exceeds a certain level, the continuous, reflected sound will be picked up by the microphone and displayed as "airplane mode". This mode can be turned on/off and the level can be specified in dB. If the microphone is plugged in to your sound card, you can hear the signal in
the microphone. Please note: The measurements are only given for normal operation; results may differ when the mic is connected via USB. You can also change the input signal by selecting different input wave files. Supported input methods: Absolute: USB, FireWire (Ports: IEEE1394) Ideal for: Audio analysis and
tuning. SampleRate: The frequency of your input. Bandpass setting: The range of frequencies to be analysed. Window: The type of window with which the frequencies in the analyzed range will be represented in the graph. Window length: The length of the window. Test grid: A grid on which you can determine the test
points of a frequency range. Spectrum: The display type of the analysis of a frequency range. The program uses VB script-based VBA code with Interop.Component to enable macro recording. Test files: mp3, aif, wav Screenshot: SpectrumVoice Professional version 3.42 [Code] A tool for professional analysis of voice
characteristics at the expense of its unique interface. The program has been designed for professional analysts who need a special software for analysis of voice characteristics. This tool offers a wide range of graphic presentations, complex formulas and utilities for processing of the data. The graph window, which is
displayed by default, will allow you to quickly and easily determine the voice characteristics of the recording. There are several windows that allow you to analyze sound recordings with special analyzers. Clear interface with lots of features and options The program uses a very intuitive graph interface. On the screen, a
graph window with a lancet is displayed. On the upper left corner, you can find the name of the recorded file, the size, a graphic pointer and a button. By clicking on the button, you can open the decoding window. Click on the decoding window to specify the number of windows you want to open to view more
sophisticated information. Analyze recordings more thoroughly The program offers a wider range of tools that allows you to analyze your recordings to determine the voice characteristics of the recording. The spectrum of the
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With Audio SpectrumView you can get a quick and easy tool to analyze audio files. Use the graphical spectrum display to inspect the contents of a.wav file and automatically detect the sampling rate and bit depth. Use the measurement settings to fit your needs. The application measures the full audio spectrum. Use
the audible spectrum display to listen to the audio data - and don't miss any section of the audio information. Quickly explore the audio analysis of the full audio spectrum. Analyze the spectrum of the audio file using all available settings. Use the graphical spectrum display to inspect the contents of the.wav file, and
immediately detect the sampling rate and bit depth. The frequency axis represents a frequency point in the graph. A special section is dedicated to the display of the waveform. The waveform displays the audio sample. The current sample is highlighted. You can zoom in on the graph, define the cursor position and
change the sampling rate of the.wav audio file. Use the measurement settings to fit your needs. The application measures the full audio spectrum. Use the audible spectrum display to listen to the audio data - and don't miss any section of the audio information. A special section is dedicated to the display of the audible
spectrum. Perform real time analysis of audio data. Using this software, you can easily capture a.wav file and analyze it to extract the sampling rate and bit depth. Save the form, graphic or bitmap on your computer. Audio SpectrumView Review (read the full description) The Download file is approximately 52MB, and
the installation file is approximately 85MB. The free demo of Audio SpectrumView requires approximately 14MB of free disk space on your computer. The program features a user's manual that is 2.5MB in size and can be viewed after installation by simply launching the program. The full product version is 15.5MB and
requires a password to activate it after installation. The.exe installer file of Audio SpectrumView is compressed with the WinZip software. The network firewall rules enabled by the software can be easily modified from the settings panel. When the user rights are enabled in the software in the Windows platform, the
program's files are stored in the "Program Files" folder, and only the administrator user can change the settings. The overall performance of the program is quite good. The user can choose from Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP and Windows 2000, and.com,.org,.net and.edu domains. At the time of this review,
we only tested the full
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System Requirements For Audio SpectrumView:

PC: Windows 7 or later Mac: OS X 10.7 or later PS4: Firmware 3.00 or later PS3: Firmware 1.00 or later Minimum system specifications * PC: OS: Windows 7 or later * Mac: OS X 10.10 or later * PS4: Firmware 3.00 or later * PS3: Firmware 1.00 or later * Specifications are subject to change. * All services must be
activated.
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